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About This Game

akda - is a simple physical puzzle. The goal of the player is to throw the ball into the basket, avoiding obstacles.
- 30 levels

- Pleasant music
- Steam achievements

Controls: R - Restart level, LMB and arrows - control
Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: akda
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 20 MB available space
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Fun Build a Tower game. Straightforward arcade space shooter similar to Space Invaders except everything and you have
freedom of movement, with a lot going on and different power-ups. The graphics are very pretty and neat. It's also easy to see
the difference of enemy fire from pick-ups by the different colors. Very well designed game with no narrative/story and good
sound.. pros: art style, blitz system
cons: enfuriatingly-unresponsive tank controls. Really fun game that makes you feel like a character in a good zombie movie.
Retains that amazing Puppygames style and humor, and has some pretty tense moments in it as well. A lot of replay value that
rewards both being a good sneak and being an action hero. (Though often it is better to avoid the threats.). No words. Just feels..
Dood, just buy it already.. This was a fun hidden object. The storyline was pretty basic, the voice acting was actually hilariously
good. the actors took their job VERY seriously. Got this one during the steam summer sale and it was fun!. Purchased to
support future development.. Challenging puzzles, puzzle variety, and a great aesthetic Slime-san is everything you could want in
a precision platformer.. cheesy and rly stale.
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fun time killing game :). not real,what inglourious basterds is to WW2-this is to basseball.. REALLY NICE GRAPHIC
DESIGN.....
BUT REALLY♥♥♥♥♥♥STORY AND BORING GAME

I FF through most of the dialog
Its just not funny or entertaining
several Bugs in game and impossible sequence of sentences you need to select thats virtually impossible to know.... unless u
listen to everything

Probably one of most unenjoyable adventure games ive ever played. Cannot use it. It did not install properly. I tried to get a
refund but was told that I had used it for too many hours! Bummer. I wish they would let me delete and re-install.. I have bought
this game at the recommendation of a friend. I must say that so far, I enjoy playing it. The levels are somewhat complex,
especially until you figure out how to move and such.
While this is not a game to play when you are tired, you can learn a lot of the logic mechanics and I like a game that apart from
entertaining you, teaches you something useful.
I do think there is room for improvement and hopefully there will be more levels.

Pro:
- Retro look but not pixelated
- Old school puzzle levels
- funky, catching music
- great learning way for logic gates

Con:
- maybe better graphics
- hopefully more levels
- localization ?
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